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is a reflection from the resentment felt by the injured
party himself. Now we have seen that this sympathetic
resentment is modified and made less pitiless by Chris-
tianity, and the question is, could this happen and yet
the same effect not be produced by the same agent
upon the original resentment? Plainly there is one
way and only one way in which this might be. If
Christianity mitigates sympathetic resentment by dimin-
ishing the sympathy which is one of its factors, then
the mitigation will not extend to that resentment which
is independent of sympathy. But we know that, so
far from this, sympathy is vastly increased by the
Christian enthusiasm. It follows that sympathetic re-
sentment would be vastly increased at the same time,
if Christianity did not also operate, and in a still greater
degree, to soften the resentment itself. But if it operates
upon the resentment itself, it will do so in the injured
party who is animated by that alone, as •tfell as in
the bystander, and therefore Christianity which enjoins
mercy to criminals must at the same time enjoin forgive-
ness of personal injuries.
But no such indirect argument is required to show
that Christianity must needs tend to diminish the sense
of personal injury. We know that it is easier to forgive
injuries to those whom we love, whether the love we
feel be that love which is grounded on admiration, or
that which arises out of the sense of relationship. Now
Christianity creates for all mankind a sentiment which,
though not identical witli either of these, yet bears
a considerable resemblance to them, * and can hardly
fail to operate in the same way, We may be sure also
that revenge diminishes in proportion as we gain the

